Texon Vogue Goes from
Strength to Strength
Our customers are queuing up to buy Texon Vogue (formerly known as Texon T484). They’re
using it for many applications from jacron labels for jeans to hand bags, through to book covers
and picture frames. Texon Vogue is a versatile, leather-simulating material that’s made by Texon
in Germany. You can also buy the product in a wide selection of colours with lots of finishes and
patterns and just like leather, no two pieces of Texon Vogue are exactly the same... in short, its
creative possibilities are almost endless.
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Maxx Factory (maxx-factory.de) is
another success story from Germany.
They make a wide range of attractive
bags, boxes, phone covers and other
items. Maxx Factory has now developed
a stylish product called Papyr, that
combines papyrus with Texon Vogue.
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Maxx Factory is so impressed that it
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base material.

LIKE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT TEXON VOGUE?
Please contact sales@texon.com

www.texon.com

